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USPA NEWS - I felt the urge to write this article after the terrible news that was emerging from Brussels and the horrible images of
carnage of poor people who did absolutely nothing to deserve this fate.
People were going about with their lives. Some were going to work or shop, others were travelling for busin

They were chosen at random by some cowards who thrive in the darkness and come out only when they are ready to attack. They
attack only those people who are peaceful, and unable to defend themselves.
The world is not safe anymore.
There is no place that is safe for people to live in peace, without fear.
Living in America is not safe. Living in Europe is not safe. Living in Asia is not safe. Living in Iraq is not safe. Living in Syria is not safe.
Living in Libya is not safe. Nowhere to live and you can be sure that it is safe.
Before the ousting of the leaders of the Arab world, the Arab world was much safer.
You never heard of such atrocities in Libya when Gaddafi was ruling.

There was never any terrorist acts in Syria before the west put its nose and melted the country down.
Egypt was safe before the interference by the west and their dogs who they sent to meddle all the affairs and bring the Islamist
brotherhood into power. There was no terrorism in Egypt before that.
Egypt was thriving in Mubarak´s time. It had Silicon Valley no other country in the Middle East enjoyed like they did and its economy
was booming and its people were all living in peace. Now Egypt experiencing a terrorist act every single day. This wasn´t the case in
Mubarak´s time.
Tunisia was safe before France inserted its nose into the lives of the Tunisians and there was no terrorism before that.

Libya had no history of terrorism before Britain and France interfered and destroyed the country and as everyone knows, Libya is not
even a country anymore and it is a playground for ISIS and other terrorist groups. Its people are killing each other in the most
imaginable stupid way.
Syria was terrorists free and was living peacefully and all its people were living in a remarkable harmony despite the big difference in
religions and sects and the country was producing food and products to all its people, but that off course didn´t suite the west and their
poodles in the Arab gulf and the result is as obvious as the Sun in a clear sky.
There was not even one terrorist in Iraq, and no one even dared to come close to its borders.

Now Iraq doesn´t even have borders and has become a theatre to whoever wants to come and does whatever act and he won´t find
anybody to stop him.
Naturally you can´t dream of someone does a good deed or act in good faith in Iraq.
Iraq was a safe country before the interference of Tony Blair and George W. Bush based on the famous lie of the infamous dossier.
The line that Tony Blair kept repeating without showing any sense of remorse or even embarrassment is: The world is safer without
Saddam.
Is it really?

I want him to come now and say this same line to my face. But I can assure you a man without any sense of decency like him will keep
saying it to the world with his famous but ugly grin.
When on Earth was heard that ISIS is occupying well over a third of Africa?
How on Earth ISIS is occupying an area more than couple European countries in Iraq and Syria.
Turkey is suffering and has an average of couple explosions a week claimed responsibility for by ISIS.

France has not yet recovered after the attacks on Charlie Hebdo and the several attacks last November.
Belgium has shut down completely on the 22nd of March 2016.
Attacks in Ivory Coast, attacks in Tunisia, attacks in Kenya, attacks in Mali, attacks in Libya, attacks in Egypt and in Iraq and in Syria.
The world was never as unsafe as it is now. Who is to blame for this?



I put the blame clearly and without hesitation on the engineers of the invasion of Iraq, which then started other invasions in Libya,
Syria, Egypt and Tunisia.

Lives of the citizens of the whole world and especially the western citizens lives has changed in a way they never experienced before.
Security is all the time on alert in all of Europe. Search is on the highest and most annoying possible methods adding lots of extra time
and money to the passengers´ journey.
Their governments use the excuse of terrorism to deny them the freedom they have enjoyed all their lives.
You forget your bag of grocery unattended for one minute and the whole city is on alert and all the newspapers and the media all
around the world covers the incident and until you prove, if you can prove that it was a genuine mistake you will end up being detained
for God knows how long.

I´m not trying to praise the way those Arab leaders governed their people, with brutality and dictatorship, but the world was much safer
before that and may be their brutality kept those terrorists under the lid and in the darkness of the septic tank and those thieves who
made millions from the instability of those countries at bay. I´m sure they knew how to handle the situation; certainly better than the oil
and blood thirsty who stirred everything up in that region.
Have you ever heard of the exodus to Europe before now? Is this not one result of the interference in the Middle East? This definitely
has affected the lives of the Europeans and will lead to the dropping of the Schengen treaty.

Don´t forget the price that was paid to Turkey trying to fix the migration crisis in Europe.
Don´t the world deserve better than this? Do we deserve losing our freedom in the way it is happening now? Everything in our day to
day activity is monitored and the governments forced their agendas on their people and the western countries have become more
censored like never before. No more privacy. Privacy is lost forever.
I´m not talking about censorship in China or Saudi Arabiya or in Russia.

No, I mean the censorship that the western citizens are experiencing in their country and the freedom they lost because of this in their
own democratic countries.
Where is it all going to end?
Is it going to end?
How many of you agree with me that the act of the invasion of Iraq and the ousting of Saddam Husein was the most foolish act any
western leader has ever committed?
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